Optoma introduces a truly brilliant native SXGA+ Business Projector.

Optoma introduces the EP910, an ultra-high performance HD Ready digital projector. Featuring high resolution (SXGA+), high brightness (3500 lumens) and high contrast (3000:1) at a price point little more than a high brightness XGA projector yet arguably providing better quality video images than many dedicated home cinema projectors.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Watford, UK, 19th January, 2006. Optoma introduces the EP910, an ultra-high performance HD Ready digital projector. With a native SXGA+ resolution (1400 x 1050) reveals the minutia of highly detailed data images such as CAD, spreadsheets or simulations as well as stunning High Definition video. With its stylish new design and near silent operation (28dB), it fits perfectly into any office that demands the best in industrial design and high-quality digital projection.

High brightness (3500 ANSI Lumens) allows larger, more impressive, pictures in meeting rooms, lecture theatres and other public places where ambient light would otherwise wash out the colour.

High contrast (3000:1) comes courtesy of DarkChip3™ DLP™ technology, this ensures that shadows retain their detail side by side with brightly lit areas and saturated colours stay pure.
The EP910 further ensures accurate digital images with 10-bit per channel colour processing for subtle colour detail, (four times better than the 8 bit competition.)

The projector features exceptional connectivity to ensure the highest possible output quality. DVI (HDCP compliant) for digital Data and Video. Analogue RGB for VGA or SCART connection, Component inputs for optimum analogue video connection plus S-Video, Composite and four associated Audio inputs. Perfect for installations but still light enough for portable use.

The Optoma EP910 incorporates a secure network management capability, with a web-based user-interface that allows the projector to be managed remotely. All EP910’s in the network can be managed through a web browser, which allows configuration of the settings and interrogation of the projector's status. A comprehensive RS232 instruction set is provided for more traditional AV installations.

The EP910’s first European outing will be at Integrated Systems Europe in Brussels 1-3 Feb 2006 so make a date and pop along to Booth L45.

**EP910 Key Features:**
- Single 0.95-inch DarkChip3™ DLP™ technology
- 3500 lumens
- 1400 x 1050, SXGA+
- Contrast 3,000:1
- Support PC up to 1600 x 1200 & video up to 1920 x 1080
- PAL, NTSC, SECAM, HDTV (480i/p, 576i/p, 720p, 1080i/p)
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- Network or RS232 control
- 3 year HOT SWAP warranty

The Optoma EP910 will be available, priced at just £2799 ex. VAT.

More information can be found at: www.optomaeurope.com

About Optoma Europe:
Headquarters in Watford UK, Optoma Europe has offices in Düsseldorf Germany, Paris France and Drammen Norway, and is a leading specialist provider of display products for the business and consumer markets. Optoma is part of the Coretronic Group, the largest DLP™ projector manufacturer worldwide.

Optoma combines the very latest in Digital Processing Technology (DLP™) with their own expertise to create projectors that deliver outstanding presentations in the office, or simply stunning quality movies at home.
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